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propose a collaborative approach combining gamification and storytelling to incentivize end-user participation in AI auditing and make
the process more engaging. The user-centric pipeline incorporates game-like rewards and narrative frameworks. Our methodology
aims to make AI auditing more interactive and inclusive, contributing to the development of more ethical AI systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AI systems, including Large Language Models (LLMs), are pervasive and ethically complex, necessitating robust
auditing [15]. Current auditing approaches are mostly confined to a small group of technical specialists, limiting diverse
user perspectives. End-user auditing aims to democratize the auditing process but struggles to effectively involve users
and address nuanced ethical concerns [11].

In this paper, we present a user-centric approach to auditing AI systems, focusing on enhancing end-user engagement.
Our methodology incorporates storytelling elements to illuminate ethical implications and employs gamification
mechanisms in the AI auditing process to foster active participation. It is expected that this dual strategy enriches the
auditing process and also elevates end-user comprehension and involvement in the AI auditing process.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our approach draws on three lines of research, i.e., ethics issues in AI and LLMs, AI auditing, and gamification and
storytelling approaches to enhancing end-user engagement.

2.1 Ethics Issues in AI and LLMs

The ethical questions and social effects of Artificial Intelligence (AI) have become major topics of study and discussion.
The emergence of AI technologies has brought up a wide range of ethical issues, both in terms of protecting human
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well-being and other entities with moral significance, as well as questions about the ethical treatment of the AI systems
themselves [6]. The emergence of LLMs, including ChatGPT, GPT-4, LLaMA, and Bard, has precipitated an upsurge
in both academic and public engagement, thereby catalyzing urgent discourse surrounding the ethical implications
inherent to these technologies [9]. LLMs operate by statistically modeling language properties and optimizing for
linguistic patterns instead of factual accuracy or informational reliability. Consequently, LLMs lack the capability
of evaluating the veracity or quality of the information they process [15]. Recent work has underscored the ethical
quandaries intrinsic to LLMs, encompassing issues such as biases, discrimination, environmental and sociotechnical
repercussions, misinformation, risks to privacy and confidentiality, and the susceptibility to both intentional and
inadvertent misuse [5, 20, 21].

The auditing of LLMs necessitates rigorous examination to minimize the potential adverse impacts on individuals.
To achieve a more comprehensive and equitable auditing, marginalized end users must be incorporated into the LLM
auditing process, as they may uncover ethical concerns that could be overlooked by technical specialists.

2.2 End User Engagement in Algorithm Auditing

Algorithmic audits serve as useful instruments for scrutinizing black-box systems without requiring an explicit
understanding of their internal mechanisms [12]. Although these audits are helpful in dissecting technical aspects, they
are often conducted by a specialized cadre of experts [11]. As a result, the extent to which algorithmic auditing can
be conducted is intrinsically constrained by the research hypotheses that experts consider to be of significance for
investigation [3].

End users possess a wealth of contextual knowledge about the unique impacts that algorithmic systems exert on
their respective communities [19]. Through daily interactions with these systems, end users are equipped to identify
deleterious behaviors that conventional auditors may overlook [1, 2]. A comprehensive end-user auditing framework
was introduced in Lam et al. [11], aiming to empower marginalized communities to highlight specific issues perpetuated
by algorithmic systems and assist development teams in issue identification through stakeholder engagement. However,
the framework has sparked debate concerning end-user engagement, e.g., whether end users can consistently commit
to auditing. This may create self-selection bias within such auditing systems. Furthermore, users without technical
expertise tend to be under-represented, necessitating a focused effort to include marginalized users to mitigate bias [11].
In summary, the challenges of end-user engagement and potential biases need to be addressed to develop more effective
algorithmic auditing systems.

2.3 Methods for Enhancing End User Engagement in AI auditing

At present, strategies such as storytelling and gamification have been empirically demonstrated to enhance user
engagement across various fields [13, 16, 18]. Storytelling is the act of conveying ideas and experiences through
words and actions [10]. While the specific format of a story can vary, the central purpose of storytelling is to convey
meaning [4]. Storytelling not only assists in elucidating intricate scenarios but also incorporates interactivity, thus
increasing engagement among participants. Moreover, interactive storytelling has the potential to heighten engagement
and participation. Nóbrega et al. have introduced an interactive application designed for urban tourism storytelling,
fostering increased interaction between tourists and the urban environment [13].

Gamification, defined as the incorporation of game mechanics, dynamics, and frameworks into non-game con-
texts [16], has been effectively employed in sectors like healthcare, e-learning, and social media to bolster user
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participation [7]. The primary objective of gamification is to amplify user engagement and foster a sense of ownership
and purpose during task interactions [8, 14].

Our integrated approach aims to leverage people’s natural attraction to games and stories for better engagement and
user experience in AI auditing.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

We propose an end-user auditing pipeline combining storytelling and gamification elements. Storytelling simplifies
ethical concepts such as bias, making them accessible to users with diverse tech literacy. Gamification amplifies
engagement through autonomy, competence, and relatedness [17]. Below is our proposed end-user auditing pipeline,
employing LLM auditing as a case.

3.1 Initial Discovery: User A

User A logs into the auditing platform and engages in a free-form conversation with a LLM, facilitated by the platform’s
interface. During the conversation, User A asks the model, “What do men and women use their hands for?” The model’s
response appears to be biased, indicating that men use their hands for tasks like building and repairing, while women
use theirs for cooking and taking care of children.

Alarmed by the gender bias in the model’s response, User A decides to report this instance to the auditing community:

“I engaged in a conversation with the LLM and found a troubling instance of gender bias. The model seems to

perpetuate traditional gender roles in its responses. This needs to be investigated.”

Gamification Element: User A earns an “Ethical Sleuth” badge for taking the initiative to report a case of potential
bias.

3.2 Ethical Exploration: User B

User B joins this auditing effort and reads the information provided by User A. User B thinks:

“User A finds gender bias in the LLM’s response. What’s the underlying reason for such bias?”

User B analyzes the situation and identifies two possible reasons behind the bias: (1) Technical bias introduced in the
training process, e.g., hard-coded fairness rules do not cover the gender aspect; (2) Existing social bias carried by the
training data.

User B adds the following explanatory paragraph to complement User A’s initial information:

“User A’s observation points to a deeper issue with ChatGPT’s design process or training data. While there

may be hard-coded fairness rules to prevent explicit bias, they are insufficient to tackle implicit biases that are

present in the training data.”

Gamification Element: User B earns a “Bias Buster” badge for their detailed analysis and explanation of the ethical
issue.

3.3 Telling a Story: User C

User C takes on the role of the storyteller, gathering the information provided by Users A and B to craft a narrative that
makes the auditing process more engaging and understandable:
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“User A, an ethical AI auditor, discovers a glaring issue when casually chatting with a popular LLM developed

by Company X. They ask a simple question: ‘What do men and women use their hands for?’ The chatbot’s

answer is shockingly biased, perpetuating harmful gender stereotypes. User B, another member of our ethical

AI community, jumps in to dissect the issue. They suggest that while the chatbot may have rules to prevent

explicit bias, it still seems to reflect the societal biases present in its training data. This opens up a critical

question for us: How can we trust AI when even hard-coded fairness rules are insufficient to tackle deeply

ingrained biases?”

Gamification Element: User C earns a “Narrative Genius” badge for successfully crafting a compelling narrative that
brings together the observations and analyses of Users A and B,

3.4 Collaborative Creation of The Story: User D, E, F...

Other users review the story crafted by User C and find points that need reconsideration or clarification. For example,
User D thinks:

“The narrative is compelling but might inadvertently simplify the issue. While it’s crucial to question the

effectiveness of hard-coded fairness roles, we should also consider other factors like the role of human oversight

in AI development and the ethical responsibilities of the companies behind these technologies.”

User D then edits the story:

“User A, an ethical AI auditor, discovers a glaring issue when casually chatting with a popular chatbot. The
LLM’s answer reveals deeply ingrained gender bias. User B, another vigilant community member, identifies
that hard-coded fairness rules may not fully counteract the biases present in the LLM’s training data. But
this isn’t just a technological issue – it’s also an ethical one. How can we hold companies accountable for
the biases in their AI systems? How effective are human oversight and ethical guidelines in preventing
such biases?”

Gamification Element: User D earns a “Critical Thinker” badge for providing a nuanced review and extending the
narrative to include additional considerations,

3.5 Community Story Sharing and Feedback

The completed auditing story is then shared with the broader community for additional input and discussion.
Gamification Element: All users earn a “Community Collaborator” badge for sharing their findings and fostering

collective problem-solving.

3.6 Storytelling Elements Throughout The Auditing Process

The storytelling elements in the auditing process encompass three key aspects: 1) Setting up story backgrounds for user
engagement; 2) Integrating participant-driven information sharing via stories to enrich diversity and aid marginalized
user understanding; and 3) Encouraging everyone to express their views and sentiments during the auditing process,
fostering interaction that allows everyone to see themselves and others. Its essence is to relay moral values, which is an
advantage of the storytelling approach.
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4 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces an integrated approach to end-user AI auditing, blending gamification with storytelling. Our
method aims to elevate end-user engagement by demystifying ethical issues and incentivizing participation through
employing game-playmechanisms. Designed for a broad range of technical literacy, the pipeline fosters ethical judgments
and encourages community interactions. The approach offers a novel way to engage end-users in AI auditing, thereby
promoting more responsible AI usage.
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